
Connected speech processes differ in function & content words. 

E.g. /m/ assimilates to place of next consonant in I’m but not lime,

because I’m does grammatical work and has few competitors, 

whereas lime/crime etc, are content words with many competitors.
I’m blowing/going/watching:

lime bark   lime goes  crime wave: (Local 2003)

Other forms are possible, but in the same speech style & with normal stress patterns,

I’m is always more reduced than lime: relationships between patterns are crucial.

Listeners use fine phonetic detail e.g. Smith (2004): slightly 

inappropriate allophones in a sentence disrupt word-monitoring 

more when the speaker is familiar to the listener. Learning such

indexical-linguistic information is fast: a few minutes.
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Fig. 2. Syllable-internal spectro-

temporal relationships indicate 

morphemic productivity.  Spectro-

grams of ‘mistimes’ & ‘mistakes’

from ‘I’d be surprised if Tess___ 

it.’ The first four phonemes (/mist/) 

are the same. Their acoustic 

differences produce a different 

rhythm that signals that ‘mis’ in 

‘mistimes’ is a productive 

morpheme, whereas ‘mis’ in 

‘mistakes’ is not.  In consequence, 

when one hears ‘mistakes’, words 

like ‘mistimes’ become much less 

likely (i.e. fall in the cohort of 

possibilities) before the end of the 

/s/ in ‘mis’.

P1. All information is monitored & retained, if temporarily 

only, in case it has new information value: exemplars? 

P2. Units are structured into different functional groupings

(indexical, linguistic…..), linked associatively and 

hierarchically: links are the beginnings of abstraction.
If the structures differ, then the sounds will differ.

If the sounds differ, then the structure may differ.

P3. Probabilistic processes activate these structures.

P4. Units are identified ‘opportunistically’, not in a fixed order; 

the same acoustic chunk can contribute to more than one 

level of unit. e.g. [s] in ‘mis’ is reliable phonetic/phonemic 

information, and (with other things) indicates morphemic status;

thus [s] raises the probability of ‘dis’ & ‘mis’ but not of ‘re‘, un’, 

‘im/in’ bound morphemes in the current syllable, and it raises the 

probability that the next syllable is part of the same word.

P5. P3 & P4 entail that meanings can be identified rapidly 

when the reliable properties of the input only partially

match a linguistic structure, as long as the less reliable 

parts are consistent with the pattern for that structure.

P6. Sensible, flexible responses require attention to context

with a focus on broad, situational meaning (stimulus

properties & distribution, speaker, task, purpose). This 

entails a number of different time windows: <10 ms~years?

To identify neurological processes compatible with Polysp, 

a polysystemic approach to speech perception whose 

tenets are motivated from evidence within phonetics

(Hawkins & Smith 2001; Hawkins 2003).The focus of this paper is 

plasticity in categorizing the acoustic speech signal.

1. Flexibility in phonological classification of sounds

It has long been known that phonological classification is 

context-dependent, though a tendency to control contexts rather 

than to explore their influence has underemphasized the prevalence 

of category-boundary shifts. Cf. perception of assimilation;

categorical perception (range effects, Ganong effect). 

Little is known about plasticity in the auditory system,

but the following seems generally agreed:

Coding speech into useful structures: A neural basis for Polysp
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Purpose

Summary & some predictions

Fig. 1. Identification experiment e.g. 

VOT continuum

• word at one end,

non-word at the other

nonword-word: dask-task

word-nonword: dash-tash

• Perception adjusts to the 

distribution of stimuli (range effect) 

& is more forgiving when the sound 

means something (Ganong effect).
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2.  Flexibility in interpreting acoustic information as 

phonological, morphological, grammatical, indexical…

Much variation in phoneme realisation is not random:

Much variation systematically indicates perceptually-salient non-

phonological information e.g. position in syllable, word boundaries, 

grammatical status, places to join in a conversation, discourse 

function of the ‘same’ word,  indexical information, and other things 

crucial to normal conversations, over short and long time periods.

Phonetic ‘Plasticity’ to account for

Polysp: proposals from phonetic evidence

Neural Plasticity in auditory pathway

• Most of the detailed representation of sounds as spectro-

temporal excitation patterns (STEPs) is complete by the 

inferior colliculus (IC) (e.g. Nelken et al 2003).  Fig. 3.

• Subcortical processing is plastic: cortical influence 

probably extends as far as the cochlear hair cells. 
(Corticofugal system: e.g. Suga et al 2000; Suga & Ma 2003; Weinberger 2004.)

• Some of this plasticity is short-term, e.g. sharpening 

frequency responses; some probably contributes to long-

term changes, affecting memory & involving amygdala.

• Subcortical plasticity interacts with cortical plasticity. 

Plasticity in the subcortical auditory pathway
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Fig. 3. STEPs of spoken digits (upper 

panel) and of ‘white’ in five different 

sentences (lower panel) . The two 

tokens of ‘seven’ are similar and would 

match an average STEP of the clearly-

spoken word quite well. The words 

‘three five nine’ would not. Similarly for 

‘white’. Different contexts mean that 

some parts of an average STEP would 

be more reliable, or criterial, than 

others. An average STEP may be 

likened to a template + certainty, 

against which new input is matched via 

some similarity metric. Another 

conception is that tokens are structured

functional associations which arise through Hebbian learning; in this case, the average 

STEP is a metaphor for a functional grouping of neuronal responses.

N.B. We thank Martin Cooke for providing the STEPs. They lack temporal fine detail and  

non-simultaneous masking effects that are probably represented at the IC & higher stages.

What mechanisms might be involved? 
• Multimodal associative links (P2) mediated by hierarchical, 

reciprocal connections between HR and other brain areas, e.g. 

polymodal cortical association areas parahippocampal gyrus 

and perirhinal cortex entorhinal cortex hippocampus (HPC).

• Abstraction and generalisation (P2, P3): HR may compress

redundant patterns and differentiate between patterns that predict 

different outcomes.

• High internal connectivity in HPC allows pattern completion (P4,

P5): activation of just part of the hippocampal hierarchy can excite 

an entire structure in both HR and neocortex.

• Decisions to store input as a novel pattern or use it to recall a 

familiar pattern (P1) probably involve many brain regions and 

systems, including cholinergic and GABA-ergic modulation, but

HR is strongly associated with novelty-detection.

A role for HR in plasticity for speech perception? 
We propose that HR is: 

• normally involved in acquiring rapid memories of speech (and

all other experiences), and learning from them (P6).

Lexicalisation of novel words is enhanced by sleep (Gaskell & 

Dumay 2003); sleep involves HR activity changes.

• but not crucial for acquiring all new speech-related knowledge 

(because other brain systems learn too). 

Amnesics with childhood hippocampal pathology had near-

normal speech/language, though impaired on some related 

tasks e.g. learning voice-face associations-Vargha-Khadem et al ‘97.

HR is most crucial for the development of complex, flexible, 

context-sensitive associations; hence, in efficient processing

• It rapidly learns arbitrary associations of stimuli, like 'road-maps'

or hierarchical indices linking diverse cortical excitation patterns. 

• Learning these associations supports more gradual learning

about environmental structure in neocortex and elsewhere. 

• Consolidation involves reinstatement of patterns.

• Chemical changes are well understood for initial learning (long-

term potentiation), less so for consolidation (‘plasticity proteins’).

Most brain systems learn as they process information. 

What is special about HR?
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• ‘Auditory objects’ are later operated on by higher auditory and non-

auditory centres, producing perceptions of different qualities e.g. 

words? syllables? phonemes? pitch (intonation?) (P4).

• Such processing involves many areas of the brain. Those more 

distant from PAC may use a higher proportion of long time windows 

and more complex relationships, hence the association of frontal

lobe and anterior temporal lobe areas with intelligibility and sentence 

meaning (e.g. Scott et al. 2000, Scott & Johnsrude 2003; Binder et al. 2004).

Plasticity in the Primary Auditory Cortex (PAC)

• Auditory processing in the thalamus and cortex is thus 

presumably concerned with structuring STEPs or their 

derivations into functional associations (Fig. 3 & P1, P2).

• Integration processes in A1 are rapid, highly plastic and 

sensitive to task demands as well as stimulus properties

(P6). E.g. Animal evidence shows plasticity of single neurons as 

early as the PAC, that reflects sensory content and the changing

behavioural meaning of acoustic stimuli (Fig. 4). Presumably 

human PAC behaves similarly.

Plasticity for speech beyond the PAC
• Patterns of neuronal plasticity in and before the PAC 

suggest that early speech processing depends on task 

and meaning more than standard models assume:
Early abstraction may be less about phonology (linguistic form),

more about making sense of the entire situation, for flexible 

memory storage in service of future adaptive behaviour.

• When novel input is both indexically and linguistically 

informative, it may be learned/processed more slowly if 

HR processing is impaired eg a new speaker’s idiosyncratic 

choice of intonation pattern for questions takes time to learn.

• Ganong & range effects in categorical perception may 

involve plasticity early in processing despite requiring 

knowledge of words & exposure to stimulus distribution.

• Fine phonetic detail that reflects e.g. morphological 

structure may have its effect later unless heard in 

enough context (even a semantically non-biasing one) 

to indicate rhythm.

Hippocampal region (HR) plasticity
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STRF plasticity affects frequency & timing of STRF, and has been

found for tone detection and discrimination, but only when a 

response is required: ‘meaning’. Poorer task performance 

correlates with weaker plasticity. Shifts are swift (2.5-8 minutes) 

and can last several hours (P1, P2, P6)

Fig. 4a. Experimental setup. Training: ferrets hear broadband noise or constant-tone sine 

wave; lick to noise, stop licking to tone. At test, trained animals stop licking to tones of 

slightly different frequency, unless trained to discriminate frequencies. Measure: shifts in 

Spectro-Temporal Receptive Field (STRF) from single neurons in PAC (Fritz et al. 2003).

Stimulus: noise tone noise noise noise tone noise

Behaviour: lick don’t lick lick lick lick don’t lick lick
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STRF Plasticity Fig. 4b. Cartoon illustrating observed changes in 

two PAC neurons’ STRFs before & during tone 

detection. Red = excitation; blue = inhibition.

A. STRF with excitatory response at best frequency (BF). 

Initial training uses tone at this BF. During detect 

behaviour with tones of other frequencies:

when the new tone (<BF, horizontal arrow) is close to 

the neuron’s BF, the neuron’s excitatory field widens;

when the new tone is further from BF (<<BF), an 

additional excitatory field develops.

B. STRF with an excitatory field flanked by 2 inhibitory 

fields. During detect behaviour: 

a tone <BF reduces the lower inhibitory field;

a tone <<BF produces an additional excitatory field.
From Fritz et al, Hearing. Res. (in press).

• PAC plasticity may reflect making ‘auditory objects’:
splitting sound in one frequency channel into different objects, or 

grouping different channels into a single object (P2). Single 

neurons, and groups of neurons, show response plasticity, 

implying huge potential for nuanced response.

• PAC neurons use at least three time constants relevant to 

speech (<10 ms~1s), with fast time constants under the control of 

slow ones, and are extremely sensitive to small perturbations in

stimulus parameters and behavioural conditions (P6). 
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